
BERGEN RAISES - UPDATE 

Bergen Raises are a corollary of the “Law” of Total Tricks. Simply, that 

means bidding to the number of trumps. That is, with 8 trumps in the two 

hands, compete to the level of 8 tricks, and so on.                                   

Bergen Raises apply that same thinking (all this is pretty obvious to you). 

Therefore … when Partner opens 1H/S, you now have pretty 

straightforward options: 

6-9pts 3 card support = 8 trumps = bid 2H/S                                 

10+  3 card support = bid another 4c suit, support later.                 

6-9  4 card support = 3C (alertable)                                              

10-11  4 card support = 3D (as above)                                             

12+  4 card support = 2NT (alertable as “Game Force”)               

0-5  5+ card support = 4H/S (cannot be wrong!) 

Opener’s Rebids 

Any other suit bid is a Game Try after 1H/S – 2H/S; most use game try as 

another suit with some values; seeks double fit for best play outcomes. 

After 1H/S – 3C/D, there are options.                                                           

3H/S = sign-off.                                                                                                 

3NT  = 18-19, balanced happy to play there. Good when trumps are solid.                                                     

Another suit; usually a shortage. Can be a 2nd suit; your preferred option.                                                               

4H/S  = to play 

After 1H/S – 2NT                                                                                     

Another suit; usually a shortage. Again; can be a 2nd suit; optional.                                                                                         

3NT = 17+ balanced. (Some play this as “Mini RKCB”).                          

4H/S = sign-off. 

Additional Notes 

After 1H/S and X by 2nd in hand, it is “System On” with 2H/S being 

possibly very weak. 3C/D, 3H/S, and 2NT retain their meanings. 

After 1H/S and an intervening Overcall; “System Off”. 

Another, I have a personal preference for “1-2-3-stop”. That is, 1H/S – 

2H/S; 3H/S by opener says, “I am rank minimum and/or 6card suit!” (In 

“serious” Bridge, 1H/S – 2H/S – Pass – Pass will always be taken out by 

your opponents!) 



Further, there is the preference for the 2NT response to 1H/S to be Slam 

interest. There are many other ways to bid the Game Raise. Make a change 

of suit (even if a Minor Suit Fragment) and then bid Game in given Major. 

There is also the option to reverse the invitational 3C/D responses. This 

brings the possibility of more bidding space for stronger hands. 

Finally among the options is the rebid following the GF 2NT response. 

Some like to bid a shortage here; singleton or void. 

These choices all present some advantage. It is imperative to come to 

agreement with Partner. Decide what suits your style. 


